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16th November 2017

Mr Anthony Roberts MP
anthony.roberts@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Office@roberts.minister.nsw.gov.au

Dear Mr Anthony Robers MP
I am responding to your letter that was forwarded to me to by Ms Cotsis MP on October 31st 2017.
(reference no 17/12975)
Mr Roberts, I stress my deepest disappointment on what the Berejiklian government wants to achieve
over the next 20 years. Your persistence in delivering over 35,400 new homes in the Canterbury District
with only willing to part fund the cost of our heritage community infrastructure upsets me on how little
you know the history of the district of Canterbury and its residents.
Attached to this letter is an appendix (refer to Exabit 1) to pictures of how Canterbury road shops look
like for close to 3 years. Overdevelopment in constructing apartments with shop bottoms does not work
for the Canterbury district. Minister Roberts the planning by your office is turning my beloved district
into a ghost town. Were businesses are failing to achieve growth, profit and locals not enriched with the
planning that is being delivered by your government. Our community has embarked in a real promenade
problem due to the Canterbury Road Urban Renewal Corridor Strategy.
I understand that Canterbury Bankstown Council is addressing the issue however accelerating the
Sydenham to Bankstown Urban Renewal Corridor Strategy were by the Department of Planning and
Environment is to only PART FUND the cost of direct-level infrastructure has disappointed our large
community. Who will be paying the remaining part?
Furthermore, Mr Roberts MP your response to my letter states that, “the Sydenham to Bankstown
Urban Renewal Corridor Strategy will be providing close to 8,700 jobs”. For the last 3 years Canterbury
Road Urban Renewal Corridor Strategy has failed to deliver to the district of Canterbury with Jobs for
locals. Where are our Jobs?
Referring to Exabit 1 all that the Canterbury district is receiving are “slow selling apartments with vacant
shop bottoms”. How long is our community to live like this?
Mr Roberts you also mention that, “the Sydenham to Bankstown Urban Renewal Corridor Strategy will
enhance the station precincts by valuing neighborhood character, renewing town centers and giving
residents improved open space along with community services and facilities”

Our district welcomes all changes that will facilitate growth, however I cannot accept that your
government has demonstrated this according to the proposed planning. I stress the following;
1. There is nothing wrong with our stations and the T3 line train. Our historical and greatly
admired stations adequately support its community. Visitors from abroad have even
commented to me on how our neighborhood has remained in significant historical character.
2. The architecture in renewing town centers is not adopting the level of detail that is required in
the construction of the modern buildings.
3. We need more open space along with community services and facilities with the aid of
improving existing open space and community services.
Lastly, you mention that, “rezoning Canterbury, Campsie, Belmore and Lakemba will provide further
opportunities to refine the strategy to help protect and acknowledge local and regional character”. Can
you please provide me with more information as to what you mean?
More specifically how rezoning will “help protect and acknowledge local and regional character” as I
struggle to comprehend. (refer to Exabit 2)

Best Regards
Dennis Markou
Address:
Mobile:

NSW 2192

Appendix
Exabit 1
Current Canterbury road not fulfilling the needs of its community.

Exabit 2
Poor quality construction that according to Mr Anthony Roberts MP “help protect and
acknowledge local and regional character”.

23rd September 2017
council@cbcity.nsw.gov.au

Dear Mr Stewart
I am writing this letter to provide you feedback as to my concerns as to what is happening to our
area. I recently attended the community information sessions on the 19th September 2017. Although
there was some technical difficulty in the presentation, I want to thank you in providing this
information session to us residents.
I would also like to thank you for posting out letters to every single one of us informing us on the
meeting. This over development that is happening in our districts has made us residents really angry
as to the speed of buildings being erected. The proposed plans from the state government is dividing
our community due to height restrictions imposed on some streets and the greed of real-estate
agents/ developers knocking on our doors wanting us to sell.
Mr Steward, I would like to stress to you. WE LOVE OUR AREA, others might see us as an area were
slumps live, I assure you we are not, Our Community thrives on old fashion values that in some other
communities have forgotten. We are not an online community, we work really hard and we enjoy
our streets. Be it Layla doing her afternoon walk up and down our street every day. Margaret making
her pavlova on Sunday’s, Helen planting and maintaining her rose gardens or Pamela dragging us to
Zumba classes at the Belmore Bowling Club.
My street Mr Steward, Tudor Street in Belmore/ Campsie has so much history. Did you know that 23
Tudor Street Belmore lived a veteran who was a prisoner of the Japanese war? Did you also know
that a veteran from WW1 raised their family in my home,
, and if we look
across the road, did you also know my neighbour at 16 Tudor Street Campsie help lead the
community to keep Canterbury Hospital from closing down.
With the changes that is happening at the Canterbury Road Corridor we are concerned. We are
concerned that, we existing residents are getting dumped with over development housing and the
architecture character and charm is not being reflected on these “boxes”. Tudor Street has a parking
problem. We were promised when Canterbury Hospital had its overhaul upgrade that employees of
the hospital could park in the parking lot for free, however as that is owned by Wilson parking, more
and more staff, along with patients are parking on our streets and sometimes blocking our driveways.
Adding more housing will congest our kerbs with cars. Below are my suggestions for the Canterbury
Road Corridor;
1. Immediately STOP building apartments on Canterbury Road with shop bottoms.
Apartment shops built on Canterbury road have not been leased for over 2 years.
Furthermore, the businesses that have opened are not making a profit. Canterbury road is
turning into the disaster like Parramatta road. Maybe consider building terrace style
apartments on Canterbury road.

2. Do not move or expand the town centre in Canterbury, Campsie, Belmore and Lakemba.
We have enough supermarkets around Belmore we don’t need any more. We have 3
Supermarkets in Lakemba, 1 in Clempton park and 1 in Campsie. Please preserve the
shopping strip in Bemore (Burwood Road) as we like our boutiques shops.
3. Impose restriction on new Development to make developers build structures that reflect
our areas character and charm. We want AAA grade developers who have carefully though
about our suburbs and the needs of us residents. We don’t want developers buying up small
lands to build “boutique apartments”
4. Consider building a business park on the corridor. More and more white collar workers are
moving into our area, It would be nice to work in our suburbs rather than catching a 15 min
train ride into the city.
5. Plant trees on the corridor. The Corridor looks like a concrete jungle. Help cover the existing
“boxes” with large overgrown trees or impose a vine/ green buildings like the ones in the
CBD.
6. Invest in Canterbury Hospital. Please work with the State Minister of Health to expand and
improve our hospital. The hospital is under resourced to cater the influx of population that
has recently endured.
7. We need more Green Space. Your reports signals our districts is one of the worst districts
with below average green space. Please consider on how that can be improved on our
corridor.
Mr Stewart, our area does not want High Density Housing, we don’t even want vertical schools
like the ones proposed in Rhodes. We feel this over development in our corridor is an attack to
our city. The information provided to us on the night (19th September 2017) highlights what CB
City should be rather than what CB City really is.

We have harmony in our streets. Suburban economies are different, our suburbs are a bee hive
with thousands of independent functions working together to nurture our CB City economy.
The current planning on our corridor is making us surrender our historical streets to developers
who want to build for profits.
Look at what has been build on Canterbury road, low income promenade projects that does not
fulfil anything for its promenades, the slums that the planning minister wanted to replace has
have become ugly looking apartments that has stopped a community in seeing the street.
From our pre and post war houses, we live on our streets and know what is there by talking to
our neighbours and keeping an eye out on our streets. We feel our suburbs are not getting the
acknowledgement of what already exists, rather tailoring modern planning to the needs of
urban development.
We residents will band together and we will fight this. As CB City Magnum Nomen Habemus.
Best Regards
Dennis Markou
Address:
Mobile:

NSW 2192

23rd September 2017
NSW State Ministers

Dear NSW State Ministers
I am writing this letter to provide you feedback as to my concerns as to what is happening to our
area. I recently attended the community information sessions on the 19th September 2017 organised
by Council at the Canterbury leagues club Belmore to discuss the Canterbury Road Corridor.
This over development that is happening in our districts has made us residents really angry as to the
speed of buildings being erected. The proposed plans from the state government is dividing our
community due to height restrictions imposed on some streets differ from street to street. The
greed of real-estate agents/ developers knocking on our doors wanting us to sell is phenomenal.
NSW State Ministers, I would like to stress to you. WE LOVE OUR AREA, others might see us as an
area were slums live, I assure you we are not, Our Community thrives on old fashion values that in
some other communities have forgotten. We are not an online community, we work really hard and
we enjoy our streets. Be it Layla doing her afternoon walk up and down our street every day.
Margaret making her pavlova on Sunday’s, Helen planting and maintaining her rose gardens or
Pamela dragging us to Zumba classes at the Belmore Bowling Club.

My street NSW State Ministers, Tudor Street in Belmore/ Campsie has so much history. Did you
know that 23 Tudor Street Belmore lived a veteran who was a prisoner of the Japanese war? Did you
, and if
also know that a veteran from WW1 raised their family in my home,
we look across the road, did you also know my neighbour at 16 Tudor Street Campsie help lead the
community to keep Canterbury Hospital from closing down.
With the changes that is happening at the Canterbury Road Corridor we are concerned. We are
concerned that, we existing residents are getting dumped with over development housing and the
architecture character and charm is not being reflected on these “boxes”. Our corridor’s core heart
beat is slowly dying each day when a building is being demolished to built these “boxes”. To make it
even worse to us residents it is a slap in the face to paint these “boxes” that does not resemble our
area at all.
Adding more housing will congest our kerbs with cars. Below are my suggestions for the Canterbury
Road Corridor and the Sydenham to Bankstown Priority presents;
1. Immediately STOP building apartments on Canterbury Road with shop bottoms.
Apartment shops built on Canterbury road have not been leased for over 2 years.
Furthermore, the businesses that have opened are not making a profit. Canterbury road is
turning into the disaster like Parramatta road. Maybe consider building terrace style
apartments on Canterbury road.
2. Do not move or expand the town centre in Canterbury, Campsie, Belmore and Lakemba.
We have enough supermarkets around Belmore we don’t need any more. We have 3
Supermarkets in Lakemba, 1 in Clempton park and 1 in Campsie. Please preserve the
shopping strip in our corridor (Burwood road Belmore, Hadon street Lakemba, Beamish
street Campsie) as we like our boutiques shops.

3. Impose restriction on new Development to make developers build structures that reflect
our areas character and charm. We want AAA grade developers who have carefully though
about our suburbs and the needs of us residents. We don’t want developers buying up small
lands to build “boutique apartments”. Much more better planning is needed here.
4. Consider building a business park on the corridor. More and more white collar workers are
moving into our area, It would be nice to work in our suburbs rather than catching a 15 min
train ride into the city. Also it will make CB City a standout to cater for the Southwest.
5. Plant trees on the corridor. The Corridor looks like a concrete jungle. Help cover the existing
“boxes” with large overgrown trees or impose a vine/ green buildings like the ones in the
CBD.
6. Invest in Canterbury/ Bankstown Hospital. Please work with the State Minister of Health to
expand and improve our hospital. The hospital is under resourced to cater the influx of
population that has recently endured.
7. We need more Green Space. Councils independent reports signals our districts is one of the
worst districts with below average green space. Please consider on how that can be
improved on our corridor. Don’t just take a racecourse away.
NSW State Ministers, our area does not want High Density Housing, we don’t even want vertical

schools like the ones proposed in Rhodes. We feel this over development in our corridor is an
attack to our city. The information provided to us on the night (19th September 2017) highlights
what CB City should be rather than what CB City really is.
Each Suburb in the Sydenham to Bankstown corridor lives different communities with different
values, culture, religions ect. The Planning Minister is not acknowledging these already
established communities exist. It prefers to demolish all the old buildings that we residents have
form an attachment to, and construct buildings that we don’t like to looking at.
Our Communities have harmony in our streets. Suburban economies are different, our suburbs
are a bee hive with thousands of independent functions working together to nurture our CB City
economy. The current planning on our corridor is making us surrender our historical streets to
developers who want to build for profits not for its community.
Look at what has been built on Canterbury road, low income promenade projects that does not
fulfil anything for its promenades, the slums that the planning minister wanted to replace have
become ugly looking apartments that has stopped a community in seeing the street.
In our 1910-1920s homes, we live on our streets and know what is there by talking to our
neighbours and keeping an eye out on our streets. We feel our suburbs are not getting the
acknowledgement of what already exists, rather tailoring modern planning to the needs of
urban development.
We residents are banding together and we will fight this. As CB City Magnum Nomen Habemus.
Best Regards
Dennis Markou
Address:
Mobile:

NSW 2192

Dear Anthony Roberts
I am writing this email regarding the current priority precincts in the Canterbury District
As a public citizen of the Canterbury District I am sadden what is going on in our area.
Homes that were build pre-war and post war period are being destroyed to build high
density housing to cater for the growing Sydney population. Most homes in the
Canterbury district (covering Hurlstone Park, Canterbury, Campsie, Belmore and
Lakemba) are not heritage listed or on the “list”. Why are we not preserving these Prewar and Post war homes?. Why do you want to change the architecture character and
charm of our district?
Our Community feels that the current state government is rushing to help push through
DA’s before our homes can be Heritage listed or “listed”. We also feel that the current
council amalgamations were a deviation within our Community to make it harder for us
to voice our option.
Our district is losing its charm at the expense of only getting a Metro. The Canterbury
district already has a T3 line train and it works very well. I would like to know what
services, infrastructure, parks community space, sportsgrounds, Hospital you will be
funding to cater for the influx in population. Everything in our district is at capacity. This
is currently not looked into in your planning.
Canterbury Road – Belmore to Hurlstone Park takes over 30 min (2k distance)
because of the influx in population in Canterbury.
Canterbury Road – Apartment shops built on Canterbury road have not been leased
for over 1 year. Furthermore, the businesses that have opened are not making a profit.
Canterbury road is turning into the disaster like Parramatta road.
Canterbury hospital – Emergency wait time is over 6 hours. If you call an ambulance
the hospital will not send one as there isn’t one available.
Medical Centers – Good Doctors are not accepting new patients because they are full.
Primary and High Schools – They are at capacity
Child care centers – Turning away parents as they are full
Belmore Oval and Terry Lamb reserve – With the influx in population you want to
create in Belmore will you be increasing the reserve? Why is there no funding in
expanding and re-developing the oval?

Have you visited the Canterbury District? Your government is creating a big mess in our
district.
The Canterbury district was built with blood, sweat and tears from middle class
Australian Men and Women who served on the arm forces. The Canterbury district is
predominantly older Australian’s who have not transitioned with the growing technology
to respond to your feedback and voice their concerns on what is happening around
them.
Mr Roberts what history are we preserving in the Canterbury District, particularly in
Belmore. Just the Train Station! What about the 1,000 plus homes that were build from
1910 to 1930? I feel no consideration has been given to our veterans who raised their
families in these homes.
I want the same as what you want. I want to embrace the building of tomorrow’s
Sydney. But I don’t want the Canterbury District architecture character and charm to go.
I don’t want new designer apartments with flashing lights, square rooftops and boxed
windows, etc. I want the Charm of Canterbury architecture to remain, be shared by my
children as once I shared with my parents.
I urge you to please consider adopting strict conditions to developers when building
apartments in Belmore. More restrictions are needed. Furthermore, Belmore does not
want High Density Housing.
The Canterbury District is my home

Best Regards
Dennis Markou
Address:
Mobile:

NSW 2192

6th November 2017
Major Projects Assessment
Department of Planning and Environment
GPO Box 39
Sydney NSW 2001

Dear Hon. Andrew James Constance, Department of Planning and Environment and Director,
Infrastructure Projects.
Since 1985 my suburb of Belmore along with other communities on the Sydenham to Bankstown
Line was divided into two. The northern side and the southern side. At the time, the construction of
the Sydenham to Bankstown Line was to relieve congestion on the Main South Line as well as to
promote agriculture and suburban growth. In 2017 the vision of the T3 South Line is brought into the
spot light asking the public to “have your say” without the consideration of linking our divided
suburbs in the 21st century.
Mr Constance, Department of Planning and Environment and Director of Infrastructure Projects,
how is a commoner such as myself expected to read a volume of documents with over 5,000 pages
with technical analysis prepared by independent experts in a small period of time to “have my say”.
How can these volumes of documents prepared by your experts make me understand why there is a
need to convert my station of Belmore into a Metro station when the T3 line is currently functioning
well for us commoners?
The Community Information sessions have not provided me with any sold social improvement in the
quality of environment for my suburb of Belmore, as Belmore will still remain divided between the
northern side and the southern side.
On these grounds I object to the entire proposal that has been put forward by the Department of
Planning and Environment for the following reason
1. Belmore, along with other suburbs on the Sydenham to Bankstown line will still have divided
communities within their suburbs between the north and south.
2. The destruction and modification of our train stations that we residents have grown
accustomed to admiring and appreciating the significant importance of our railway history.
3. The disregard of our limited green space that our suburbs currently have.
4. The reduced seating on trains.
5. The removal of the direct connection to our neighbouring communities of St Peters,
Erskineville and Redfern.
6. The Inconvenience, noise, pollution and disruption required to adopt such a major project.
7. Failure to invest in business parks on the Sydenham to Bankstown line.
The significant importance and value that the current Sydney to Bankstown Line entails is our history
and sense of pride not measured in monetary terms but in the appreciation and admiration that we

Southwest commoners have created in our suburbs through our communities that is channelled
down into our streets.
As southwest commoners, our suburbs have been divided between the north and the south as a
result of the railway line for over 100 years. An initiative to link our suburbs as one to increase green
space has not even been considered by the current state government. Adopting a Metro network
undergrown would allow for more green space, the creation of more community projects, but most
importantly linking our suburbs as ONE.
Furthermore, creating a Metro network to link Bankstown to the North West has no value when
business parks and business districts are only created in the North West and high density housing is
predominantly built in the South West.
Mr Constance, Department of Planning and Environment and Director of Infrastructure Projects I
also want a better Sydney for me and my family however the current volume of documents
presented to me during the community information sessions are nothing but a due diligence
exercise to convince us commoners that we NEED a metro. The reality is we DON’T need a metro
system. We love the existing overland network as it is. So why fix something that is not only
beautiful to look at but also a network that currently works well.

Best Regards
Dennis Markou

NSW 2192
Name of Application: Tudor Street
Application No: SSI 17_8256

Tudor St Meeting
Date: Friday 10th November 2017

Time: 4.30pm
Location:

Attendees: The following residents were present at the meeting:
1.

Canterbury Ward:

Tudor St Campsie,
Canterbury Hospital (Adam Reid and 2 colleagues).
2.

Roseland Ward:

.
3. Representatives:
Canterbury Bankstown Council Staff:
1. Mr Andrew Smithwich
2. Mr Mitchell Nobel
3. Mr Eric Dinale
Canterbury Bankstown Councillors:
1. Deputy Mayor, Ms Nadia Seleh
2. Mr Mohammed Huda
3. Mr Philip Madirazza.
Member for Canterbury Ms Sophie Cotsis MP.
Apologies: The following residents and councillors send their apologies
Residents:

Tresillian Centre (Troy
Trgetaric).
Canterbury Bankstown Councillors:
1. Clare Raffan
2. Linda Eisler

Items on Agenda
1. The 3 year+ empty shops under the apartments on Canterbury road.
2. The parking problem on our street.
3. The tree leaves litter due to the reduced street cleaners.
4. The increased foot traffic.
5. The increase rubbish left by the increased foot traffic.
6. The increase in abandoned shopping trolleys due to the increase in apartments.
7. The destruction to our 100+ year old trees by contracted power companies.
8. The queue of people visiting Canterbury Hospital emergency department.
9. The architecture charm and character of our homes.
10. The accident proneness zone between Palmer and Tudor street.
11. The empty parking spaces in Canterbury Hospital.
12. The delay/ missed in collecting our rubbish on rubbish day.

Meeting Minutes:
At approximately 4.30pm Dennis Markou opened the meeting and thanked the residents, council
staff, councillors and MP of Canterbury for attending the Tudor Street Meeting. Dennis Markou
wanted to address 3 major concerns the residents of Tudor street shared unitedly.
1. The tree leaves litter and rubbish that is accumulating on our street due to the reduced
street cleaning services.
2. The parking problem on our street.
3. The accident proneness zone between Palmer and Tudor street.
Suggested solutions given to representatives for these 3 major concerns were (respectively):
1. Fortnightly street cleaners during the months that the trees shed leaves. The machines
currently used to clean our street is not working due to our parking problem, hence physical
street cleaners are needed. This is of high importance as our street demonstrates the curb
appeal of Canterbury Hospital/ Tresillian Centre.
2. (a) Council to work with Canterbury Hospital (Wilson Parking) to provide free parking to staff
working at Canterbury Hospital/ Tresillian Centre. This will try to help alleviate some of our
parking issues. Excluding residents and residents guests parking on the street, residents of
Tudor street have to deal with staff, visitors and patients visiting Canterbury Hospital/
Tresillian Centre. This is adding parking pressure on our street. There has been cases were

patients of the Tresillian Centre have been leaving there parked cars for over 2-3 nights on
our street as they do not want to pay for parking.
(b) Around the hospital are 2 hour parking restrictions, due to blind spots when a vehicle is
reversing the 2 hour parking signs need to incorporate the way vehicles are parked.
Vehicles need to be parked rear to kerb to eliminate blind spot proneness.
3. A Roundabout to be erected on the T-junction of Tudor Street and Palmer Street. In the last
2 years there has been 2 collisions. Palmer street is the entrance point of the CampsieBurwood-Ashfield by pass.
The floor was then opened to residents so they can discuss with council staff, councillors and the MP
of Canterbury on individual issues and concerns residents of Tudor street are facing. Some residents
presented to council letters and correspondence they have been dealing with council on various
issues. Council acknowledged these letters of correspondence and advised they will follow up on
them. Furthermore, council staff, councillors and the MP of Canterbury took further notes of other
concerns raised or not raised on the agenda of this meeting.
Dennis Markou then suggested to historicize our meeting with a group photo. Excluding themselves
from the photo was Council Staff and Canterbury Hospital staff.
The floor still remained opened, so that every resident on Tudor street or surrounding streets had
their opportunity to talk to council staff, councillors and the MP of Canterbury.
At approximately 5.30pm Dennis Markou closed the floor and thanked council staff, councillors and
the MP of Canterbury for taking time off their busy schedule to visit the residents of Tudor street.
MP of Canterbury, Sophie Cotsis thanked Dennis Markou and the residents of Tudor street for
inviting council staff, the new councillors of Roseland and Canterbury wards to listen to the residents’
concerns. Dennis Markou then added he will work with Council to help resolve the issues facing
Tudor street and a subsequent meeting to be arranged in the new year to provide the residents of
Tudor street and surrounding streets with an update to the progress of our street issues.
At approximately 5.40pm Dennis Markou closed the meeting.

Appendices: The below residents left letters to be given to Council as they could not attend the
meeting due to a prior engagement.

